We give an introduction to three different topics that are of current interest in heavy-ion collisions.
Introduction
the jet, near-side jet, away-side jet, and the ridge how does the ridge arise • The relation between the early parton momentum distribution & the ridge distribution • Use the experimental ridge distribution to extract the early parton momentum distribution Conclusions Why study the early parton momentum distribution?
• Early parton momentum distribution is an important quantity • It provides information in early collision dynamics • It provides initial value data for subsequent evolution to quark-gluon plasma • Not much is known experimentally about early parton momentum distribution • We propose to use the ridge distribution to extract early parton momentum distribution The term "jet" are often used for different objects:
• jet parton (the totality of all jet fragments) • trigger particle (one of the jet fragments) • fragments in the jet cone (not including the trigger) Ambiguity can be removed by judging from the context. pt(particle) = (particle)-(jet) = (particle)-(jet)
Find:
correlation Probability distribution P( , ) in -is in the form of (i) a "jet component" (ii) a "ridge component". Ridge particles are medium partons kicked by the jet • (i) Ridge yield correlated with N_participants • (ii) Ridge yield nearly independent of pt trigger, flavor, baryon, meson characters of the jet • (iii) T jet >>T ridge > T inclusive • (iv) ~ 0 implies that the ridge particles acquire their azimuthally properties from the jet • (v) jet-(medium parton) interactions are short-ranged because of non-perturbative screening
The most likely explanation: r idge particles are medium partons kicked by the jet and they acquire a momentum kick q along the jet direction Basic idea of the momentum kick model 
Relation between the ridge distribution and the early parton momentum distribution y m m e q p p E E dp p d dy dF dp
: frame collider in the on distributi particle ridge normalized The
•The kicked final partons subsequently materialize as hadrons by parton-hadron duality •The ridge particle distribution depends on the initial parton momentum distribution and the momentum kick q. The width in depends on the magnitude of q.
at pt=2 GeV
Boost invariant distribution corresponds to a=0.
The shape in around =0 depends weakly on a.
The shape in around large depends strongly on a.
The ridge shape in • We need to get a good description of the "jet" component • The jet component is produced mainly by fragmentation outside the medium. It is the same as in pp collisions for high pt jet.
• We assume that the jet component is an attenuated pp (jet component in AA)=f J (jet component in pp)
• We need to parameterize pp jet data. 24 The observed distribution in the momentum kick model 
We need the pp near-side jet data Dense Matter In Heavy Ion Collisions and Astrophysics (DM2008) 01006-p.13 25 The pp near-side jet data can be described by 
Conclusions
• The ridge particles can be described as medium partons kicked by the jet, and they carry information on the early parton momentum distribution and the momentum kick.
• The parton momentum distribution at the moment of jet-parton collision is relatively flat in rapidity with a thermal-like transverse momentum distribution and sharp kinematic boundaries.
• The magnitude of the momentum kick gained by the parton is 1 GeV, which is also the momentum loss by the jet in a jet-parton collision. 
Consrvation of Entropy in Landau hydrodynamics
• Mean-free path is small, low viscosity • The only means to destroy entropy conservation is shock wave. • Landau hydrodynamics is applied after the completion of the compression stage. It deals only with the expansion of the dense matter after shock-wave compression . 3G97 ;@H3D;3@F 5ADD7>3FAD 
